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Each slug is rapidly processed with a combination of simple

motions. There are no interrupting extra motions between
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The Supersurfacer has a minimum of wearing parts and
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from mechanical troubles.
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Front view of Supersurfacer. A slug

clamped in place for surfacing can be

seen in the slug-clamp at the right.

Hand-wheel and scale for micrometric

adjustment are located within the

belt-guard casting at the left. Notice

the convenient location of the electric

switch and of the slug-tray on the rack.

>f the SupSide

slug-carrier pushed forward on its

round supporting rails which may be

easily adjusted to compensate for any

possible wear. Notice the cutter head

(reversible, with 16 almost razor-sharp

cutting teeth on both sides) under left

end of slug-clamp, which also acts as a

guard. Motor mounted below table at

rear drives ball-bearing cutter-spindle

through endless "V" belt at 4200 r. p.

m. Shavings drop into removable trim-

pan located just below cutter.
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Complying with your request, we enclose a folder
describing the Ludlow Supersurfacer.

Briefly, this is a precision milling device with a
micrometer built into its shaft. It polishes the
type surface in such a way that printing of the boldest
typefaces on coated stocks is a profitable pleasure.

Current price of the machine is §1|95.00 fob Chicago.
It comes complete with an additional double-edged
cutter head.

This is really a piece of precision equipment, which
can do much to overcome the results of wear in the
Ludlow machine in regard to face quality of slugs.
Thank you for your interest.

Very truly yours,

LUDLOW TYPOGRAPH COMPANY

sc/w Bos tonj District Manager


